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About this book

I have studied wealth and money for decades, long enough to know money alone does not bring true
prosperity, but without money you are severely limited in life. I have now worked in the field of 
wealth building with thousands of people and learned from their experiences as well as my own. The
real world observations, techniques and results are touched on in this book. Although this is not a 
comprehensive guide to wealth or an entire course on wealth, this information has proven more 
than enough to get both men and women started on their personal road to wealth and provide a 
compass to guide them on their journey.
Best wishes and blessings,
Scott Hogue
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Introduction

Nothing To Sell You Here But You

If I am trying to sell you anything here it is to sell YOU on YOU. I want to sell you on the idea that 
you can have a much better life and become much more wealthy in many ways. You ARE more than 
you ever dreamed and you can HAVE more than you ever dreamed. Greater health, happiness, better 
relationships and more financial wealth are real possibilities for you. I say that because I have worked 
with many people and I have found that human potential is limitless. I also know that it is highly 
unlikely that you are starting from a worse place than I started. In fact, I have seen these principles 
succeed in the remotest areas of Africa. Talk about empty pockets, they didn't even have pockets.

No matter where you are in life you can do better. You can get more from your labors and efforts, you 
can work smarter and not harder, you can get more out of life, you can live your dreams. That is what I 
am trying to sell you on. Nothing in this book is for sale here. The thing I am trying to sell you on is the
person reading the book and the unlimited possibilities available to them. I am speaking to you from 
my own personal experience and the experience I have had working with originally hundreds of people 
and now thousands of people that I have managed, taught, even experimented on with their consent. I 
haven't met a single person that couldn't do better, much better and you would be surprised how easy it 
is.

You see, most people work in almost a backwards way to achieve their goals and they are almost 
always working without all the right tools and looking at things in a reversed way. Let's take a school 
teacher for an example. The school doesn't make you a school teacher to become a school teacher you 
have to do a lot of work. That work is on you. You study, you go to school, you take tests and you turn 
yourself into a school teacher. The school doesn't do that or everyone that started to become a school 
teacher would become a school teacher. It really has more to do with the student than the school.

Unfortunately, that isn't how I see people working on their goals, they don't work on themselves on the 
inside, they try to change the world outside. People that want a raise often go to work on the boss, not 
on themselves to make themselves more valuable. If you are more valuable and your boss where you 
are working doesn't give you a raise then someone else will when they offer you a job working for 
them.

Change your world on the inside and your world has to change on the outside.

Now what about tools? Most people don't have a toolbox full of wealth building tools. You just aren't 
effective without the right tools. I like kitchen blenders, I actually have several of them I use to make 
smoothies and just when working around the kitchen. As much as I like kitchen blenders I don't have 
one in the car to change flat tires. Why? Because it is the wrong tool for changing flat tires.



Get the correct tools, use them correctly and the job becomes much easier.

If you quit working backwards and used the right tools how much easier would it be to do the job
and get results?

That is one of the things I do, I turn people around and give them the proper tools.

I want you to imagine your dreams, your desires and your goals all coming true. Just take a few 
moments to do that. I promise it is perfectly safe to imagine this, so why not take a few moments to 
close your eyes and imagine? I often work with people that when I ask them to do this little exercise 
and imagine their dreams coming true they find they can’t tell me what that would be like. It is like 
they gave up on dreaming, on having the things they want and even on life. I have to work with them to
revive this part of them. Revive actually means to bring back to life. In some way they had died to life.

I find a lot of people are in a rut. A rut is a grave with the ends knocked out; it just goes on and on. 
When you die they just fill the ends in and there you are, forever in your rut. I call it the gap theory. I 
have this theory about people trapped in ruts and it applies pretty well for most people. It goes like this,
when we start our young adult life we have dreams to live out, things to do, places to go, a life worth 
living in mind and then the student loans come due, the baby is on the way and we settle on doing 
whatever we must to pay the bills. So what is the gap theory? I believe for most of us there is this huge 
gap between what we want or the life we dreamed and the life we are really living. I work with people 
to close this gap. I don't show them how to have smaller dreams, I show them how to live a bigger life.

Dare to dream. Your dreams really can become reality. 

The Takeaway: 

1. When you settle for less you are sure to get less.

2. Working with the right tools in the correct way makes what was
impossible now possible.

3. You can do more than you ever imagined, we all can.

How I Came To Study Wealth

Let me tell you about dreams

I started as a young man with dreams, but soon I was living a nightmare. I started so broke I had to sell 
peanuts outside of the grocery store in the parking lot to get the money to go in the store and buy food 
for my family. All I knew was that my grandfather and I had grown these peanuts and that was all I 
knew, all I had and all I could do. When you know more you can do more, but that is where I was back 
then. I had gone weeks without a single dollar in my billfold. I started as a peanut salesman.



Life had just beat me down. I gave up on dreaming. I wasn't living, I was barely surviving. I just 
wanted a warm place to rest and a bit of food to quiet my growling stomach. My pockets were empty 
and so was my stomach. I literally had an empty life.

Here is a short poem that says a lot about life

“I bargained with Life for a penny,
And Life would pay no more,
However I begged at evening
When I counted my scanty store;

For Life is just an employer,
He gives you what you ask,
But once you have set the wages,
Why, you must bear the task.

I worked for a menial's hire,
Only to learn, dismayed,
That any wage I had asked of Life,
Life would have paid.”

― Jessie B. Rittenhouse

Look at that last statement: “That any wage I had asked of Life, Life would have paid.” I found that 
was true for me and true for everyone that I have worked with. When they asked for more they got 
more.

I didn’t dream about flying an airplane anymore. I didn’t dream about travel or beaches or para-sailing 
in the Gulf. We often quit dreaming to close that gap between the life we desire and the life we actually
have. That is not the way I help people close gaps. I tell them to wake up and dream. Dreams are our 
new born desires and desire is the first step to achievement, so don’t let go of the dream.

A series of things happened in my life and it got to the point I woke up one day and dared to dream 
again. Strange to put it that way, but we often have to wake up from the trance we are in to be able to 
dream again. There is an unnatural sleep that is too deep for dreams. We call it a coma. Are you in a 
financial coma? Are you so far under you won't allow yourself to dream? There is still hope for you.

I won’t brag here, but in many ways I did better than I dreamed and you can too. This isn’t about me, it 
is about you, but if you can learn from my life, my suffering and my efforts and yes, certainly my 
successes it will put you years, even decades ahead with your goals. It will also save you a good deal of
suffering and effort. So please bear with me in this short introduction as I tell you how I got started. 

This next statement is very important so I put it in bold print. You are getting what you are getting 
because you are doing what you are doing and you are doing what you are doing because you are 
thinking what you are thinking. If you want to change what you are getting in life you must go 
upstream in the process and change your thoughts, your knowledge and awareness so you can think 
different thoughts which lead to doing different things and getting different results. Going about it in 
any other way is backwards.



People ask me if this is hard and if there is any work involved. I tell them it does involve work, but it 
isn’t like you aren’t doing anything now. Being broke isn't easy, I have tried it. You see, you are doing a
lot of things already, you just need to put that effort into a more effective lifestyle. It isn’t like you don’t
already have a lifestyle, you just need to upgrade it to create more wealth. It is a lot like changing a 
program on a computer and at best like updating the operating system. 

Can you imagine yourself being a little like a computer? That shouldn't be too hard since they modeled 
computers after our brains. So your brain is like a computer, what operating system and software do 
you want to run with your brain? The oldest Windows and Apple operating system and software or the 
newest and best available operating system and software? The world is changing faster everyday, if we 
don't keep upgrading our skills, knowledge and abilities we become like the old computers that hooked 
up to a television and couldn't do much more than play Pacman. Get updated.

The Takeaway:

1. You are getting what you are getting because you are doing what 
you are doing and you are doing what you are doing because you 
are thinking what you are thinking.

2. That is good news because there is no one on earth that has more 
power over what you think and do than you.

3. Update your thinking, especially about what is possible for you.

4. Ask more from life and get more.

So how did I learn all of this? Let me tell you a little story.

In 1975 I married my childhood sweetheart; it was January the 8th 1975. She had been in a terrible truck
accident the year before, just before school was to start again in the fall. She spent the next three 
months in the hospital. It was about two weeks before they were pretty sure she would live. She spent 
the first six weeks tied to a bed in traction and the remaining time in the hospital either in a bed or 
wheelchair. When she called me from her home on that cold January morning it was the first time I had
spoken to her in months. Her mother had requested no visitors at the hospital and that meant me, you 
see her mother wanted to break us up. When Teresa called she told me her mother had gone back to 
work and her father had gone back to farming and she was alone. I asked her if the back door was 
unlocked and she said probably. I told her in about fifteen minutes she wouldn’t ever be alone again.

I took her to the judge at the courthouse and after he waited an hour and did some calling around to see 
if anyone was searching for her he told me to move her to the judges private chambers and he would 
marry us. He said, “Son, I think you are telling the truth and I think you will take care of her.” He was 
right, I did take care of her for fourteen years until she died. 



When I married her I was sixteen years old, when she died I was a widower of thirty with two young 
children and mountains of debt. I needed money and I needed it now. I had always needed money, but 
with funeral and medical debt, counseling for the children and all of the expenses that go with trying to 
replace what a housewife and mother does for home and family I was in big trouble. I owed on 
everything and people were standing in line to divide it all up. 

Soon I could actually be on the street with no transportation and two small children all while working 
everyday and getting a paycheck every two weeks. How could that be? How did I get here?             

One word says it all: Ignorance 

When I was sixteen I was about as ignorant as you can get. All I knew was what I had learned from 
books in school. I had done so well in school I skipped two grades, but I was financially ignorant, I 
didn’t even know there were laws against me having a job. I couldn’t work legally around machinery 
and since a meat slicer in a deli is machinery, I couldn’t work at a sandwich shop. That was a real 
morale booster, I wasn't qualified to make sandwiches. I couldn’t work around alcohol or tobacco, so I 
couldn’t work in a grocery store, I couldn’t even work in a country store. As an underage minor I had to
have a work permit to legally work at all. The work permit limited the total number of hours and the 
hours on week days and weekends I could work and if my employer didn’t get the forms right they 
would have been fined for violating child labor laws. Now who would go to all of that trouble when 
they could just hire someone a few years older and avoid all of that? I will tell you, no one.

There were laws against me working, but there weren’t any laws against me being hungry or needing 
medical care for my wife. I was so ignorant back then I didn’t know what Maximum Lifetime 
Medical Benefit meant. I soon found out it meant that the insurance had paid all it was going to pay, at 
least in this lifetime. 

I would get a check in the mail for five dollars from my grandparents every year for my birthday and I 
would take it to the bank to get it cashed. I would sometimes stand there just amazed to see the money 
people were getting. Where did it come from? I was tempted to stop people and say, “Mister, where did
you get that money? Mam, can I ask you how you got that check? Excuse me Sir, is it your birthday?” I
just couldn’t imagine going to the bank and getting money other than once a year for my birthday.

Five dollars was actually money back then, gasoline sold for about fifty cents a gallon and you could 
buy the day old bread ten loafs for a dollar. Sometimes they ran specials at twelve or fifteen loafs for a 
dollar when they had a lot of bread going stale. I don’t know what fresh bread cost back then because I 
couldn’t afford it. I seldom even had a dollar for the stale bread, I bought it tens cents at a time. Sales 
tax was five percent back then and if I bought one loaf of bread for a dime it wasn’t enough to tax. If I 
bought ten loafs for a dollar that meant a nickel more for tax.

My first dining table was a telephone spool that wire had come on. I just turned it over on its side and 
threw a sheet over it for a table cloth. I was so poor they weren’t even my spool or sheet, I had to 
borrow them. I could go on about how I tried to heat our first place where we lived by burning trash in 
a barrel, you see there weren’t any laws against me picking up people’s trash to burn to stay warm. I 
could tell you how that we didn’t have running water for the first three years we were married and the 
first running water we had was a garden hose run through the kitchen window, that is it ran unless it 
was so cold outside it froze. Every morning in the winter I got up and checked to see if the water had 
froze in the garden hose. Sometimes it even froze in the house.



After Teresa died something happened that changed my life. While I was sort of wandering through the 
country, I came up on this town, it was obvious it was old from the look of the buildings and the town 
wasn't very big, but there happened to be a curio and antique shop right off main street. I like antiques, 
my mother ran an antique store when I was a child and I have a lot of memories associated with old 
things, so I went in to browse and see what they had in this unusual looking store. Even if you can't 
afford to buy you can look and window shop. I can see it now in my memory. I came up on one of the 
glass display cases. In this case on display were watches, knives, folding hand fans, odd jewelry, some 
items from an old pharmacy and a book on a stand. What was this old book doing in a display and with 
such different items? 

It got my attention and I am very happy today that it did. It was a first edition book on wealth. They 
wouldn’t sell it to me, they wouldn’t even price it, which really didn’t matter since I am sure back then 
I couldn’t have afforded it. They did let me look at it and write down the title. When I went home that 
night I couldn't stop thinking about the book.

Over the next few weeks I sent out letters to different booksellers asking if they had the book. This was 
before the internet so it took over a month for all to reply NO through the mail. Then in about a year, 
after I had almost forgotten about the book, I got a letter from a bookseller that said he had a rare 1962 
paperback reprint of the book, did I want it? I sure did and it wasn’t so expensive I couldn’t afford it. I 
would tell you the title of the book here, but I have since found better books than this book on wealth. 
It wasn’t the best book on the subject, but it was good enough to get me started. Back then I didn’t 
know that there were books you could read and if you understood them and applied them they would 
put money in your pocket. After I found one book like that I looked for more and they were out there. I 
have a library of them now.

Do you want more information on wealth? Would you like to know the Three Steps To Wealth, The 
Three Secrets to those three steps, the Six Cash Flow Categories or the Four Income Strategies, how 
money is made and where money is really made, the two things you have to know to make any real 
money? I found all of this and much more in the books now in my library. Now I teach it to others.

As time went on I paid off all of the debt I had from my first wife’s illness and funeral. In time I 
actually prospered. I had more major setbacks, life happens to everyone, but I kept coming back to that 
book and the others I had found and I kept moving ahead. Then I decided I would start teaching this to 
help the world. I didn’t want anyone to have to go through what I had gone through getting my start in 
life. I made notes and called it “The Three Steps To Wealth.” I put little ads in newspapers and penny 
shopper papers, “Learn The Three Steps To Wealth for free!” I taught it to small groups of three to six 
or even ten at McDonald’s, Wendy’s, Arby’s, Panera Bread, Starbucks along with Mom and Pop diners 
and coffee and soda shops, anywhere I could meet people. I taught it in town after town.

Here is where you may expect me to tell you how successful I was as a teacher. I hate to disappoint 
you, but I wasn’t successful at this at all. I taught the same principles I was using myself to make 
money to hundreds of other people and only two did anything really worth mentioning. I didn’t even 
have a one percent success rate as a teacher. Later I found that was common, the real experts in 
education tell us that traditional teaching just doesn’t work well. The teachers I remember as making a 
difference in my life weren’t very traditional so that seems to hold true.

One night while driving through a storm to a town to teach The Three Steps To Wealth I started 
complaining to myself. I would have about two hours of terrible driving tonight and people that lived in
the town where I was going probably wouldn’t even come. 



If they did I was just going to teach more people, more things they wouldn’t do anyway and then the 
lightening struck and I literally saw the light. I was exactly right. These people weren’t doing what they
knew to do to make and manage money before I ever came along. They knew more about making 
money and managing money than they were doing before they ever sat down for a class with me. I was 
just teaching them more things they wouldn’t do.

Take weight loss for an example. How to lose weight is the worst kept secret in history. My daughter 
knew how to lose weight when she was six years old; you eat less and try to be more active. We have 
weight loss books, cds, dvds, groups, clinics, diets, seminars, doctors, coaches, podcasts and more. 
People know how to lose weight, they just don’t know how to do what they know to do. Knowing 
WHAT to do is one thing, knowing HOW to do it is something entirely different.

I went back to the drawing board and I took a lot of classes in psychology, human behavior and even 
hypnosis. I remade the wealth program with the first half now all about changing habits and managing 
your life. The results were amazing. People were making more money before I even got to the part on 
money. One man quit smoking after forty years of smoking and he had even tried the prescription 
medicines without any success before. He quit smoking from a financial program! People were 
reporting better relationships. Several got promotions at work. Why? Because I was teaching them how
to do what they already knew to do. We seldom do all we know to do and usually only a small part.

One more example, Napoleon Hill said we really don’t need a course in relationships to get along with 
people. He said we just need to imagine that they are a close relative about to die and leave us a million
dollars if we can just manage to get along with them and stay in the will!  I can imagine he is right, we 
know more about how to get along with people than we practice and that is true in many areas.

In closing this little introduction I want you to know, it isn’t just about what to do, there is so much in 
learning how to do what you know to do. I know WHAT to do if you have appendicitis, they take out 
your appendix, but I don't know HOW to do that. That is a good example of knowing what to do and 
not knowing how to do it. As you learn what to do, be sure you learn how to do it. You don't have to go 
it alone, there are coaches and mentors. The world is yours, make your own catalog and place an order.

Scott Hogue CChH

The Takeaway:

1. There are books and information that can put money in your 
pocket.

2. We often know what to do, but not how to do it.

3. While you are learning what to do, learn how to do it.

4. When you know both what to do and how to do it, the world is
 yours and you can place an order for the life you want.



Chapter   1.  The Top Four Reasons Why Most
People Are Not Wealthy And Never Will Be

Four Things to Avoid

In meeting and working with many hundreds if not thousands of people along the way I learned that 
there are a number of common reasons most people never become wealthy. It is not their fault, they just
don't know how. They went to school, they had jobs, they lived in society and it was still hidden from 
them. If you find you are caught in this knowledge trap of knowing a lot of facts, but not knowing how 
to succeed by using them in the real world, then don’t think I am criticizing you or blaming you, I used 
to be you. I am here to help. The disgrace is this isn’t taught in our public schools.

I want to start with this chapter covering the top four reasons people aren’t wealthy. You just don’t want
to be in the group of people that are stopped by these four reasons. Here they are:

1. They never did anything to become wealthy.
2. They never overcame their limiting beliefs.
3. They met with difficulty and then quit ensuring failure.
4. They can’t get along with people in a pleasing way.

There are plenty of other reasons, but these four keep coming up over and over again as I work with 
people. Let’s go over them one by one.

Reason one: “They never did anything to become wealthy.”

We live in a cause and effect world. If there are dishes in your kitchen they didn’t just mysteriously 
appear there, someone put them there. If you are a doctor, you didn’t just wake up one day as a doctor 
and spend the rest of the day trying to figure out how that happened, you took steps to become a doctor.
You don’t just go home and notice an Olympic medal hanging on the wall and have no idea how you 
became an Olympic athlete, you worked on winning in the Olympics for years. Things don’t just 
happen. Things cause other things to happen. If there is a dent in your car it didn’t just appear, 
something made that dent and if you are wealthy there is a reason for it. There are reasons behind 
results.

I have already said we are getting what we are getting in life because we are doing what we are doing. 
You don’t get watermelons from a field you planted tomatoes in. It really matters what you do and the 
“seed” you sow. People that weren’t born wealthy did something to become wealthy and it wasn’t 
working at a job. You may start by working at a job, but add up the hours in a week you can work and 
the most you can expect to get paid an hour and with a little math you will soon see you will never 
become the next Bill Gates or Warren Buffet from punching a time clock.

Bill Gates got rich in software.
Warren Buffet got rich in the stock market.
Steve Jobs got rich in computers and other electronics.
Henry Ford got rich in the automotive industry.
J. Paul Getty got rich in oil.



The Takeaway:

1. People get rich in things, not jobs.

2. If you aren’t IN something you aren’t likely to become wealthy.

3. Do something to get wealthy, get IN to something.

4. Get some help on this and get it right. It is extremely important.

Reason Two: They never overcame their limiting beliefs.

How many times have you heard someone say, maybe even you, that YOU might could do that, but I 
could NEVER do that, or something similar? Welcome to a limiting belief and the world of limiting 
beliefs. I can’t cover this and do it justice here, but hitting the high points, you won’t try if you don’t 
believe you can win. If you do happen to try you won’t make your best effort. Limiting beliefs actually 
set our boundaries and our life limits.

By the time we are adults we have collected many limiting beliefs and through them have set so many 
boundaries. Here is an example of a common one about money: Money is the root of all evil. 

If you believe on some level that money is evil and you don't want to be evil how much money are you 
likely to attract and collect? From my experience, not much. 

The money is evil idea is a common one and we all know where that idea came from don't we? It is in 
the bible right? Wrong, actually the bible doesn't teach that at all. it says the LOVE of money is the 
root of all evil. Money is a tool, don't get caught up in it, use it, but don't be used by it. Love your 
spouse, love your children, love God, but don't love money, it is only a tool. When our tools and 
resources control us instead of us using them for a better world, that is evil.

On the other hand my Grandfather said this about money, “Money can do a lot of good in the hands 
of a good person.” Be that good person.

Oftentimes we don't believe in ourselves and that is most certainly a form of limiting belief. 
Confidence or belief in yourself is a powerful force and that is why you see so many executives taking 
courses, coaching and training in confidence. Here is what Henry Ford said about belief in yourself:

“Whether you believe you can or you can’t you are right!”

Belief is so often the deciding factor in our lives. We all believe in something, why not cast the vote for
you? Believe in yourself and your God given potential.



I Want You To Know You Can Overcome Your Limiting Beliefs!

Why do you think Dr. Norman Vincent Peale’s book, “The Power of Positive Thinking” was translated 
into fifteen languages and sold over 7 million copies with untold bootleg computer file copies being 
circulated on the internet? It isn't because it WASN'T needed. The “experts” attacked it, what some of 
them said about Dr. Peale and his book isn't worth printing and too bad to repeat, but it just kept on 
selling. Why does that matter? Because thinking IS believing. Positive Thinking equals Positive 
Believing.

You simply must find a way to overcome your limiting beliefs if you are to succeed in any area of life, 
finances included. Coaching is a great way to do that. Coaches can see things about us that we don't see
ourselves. We all have limiting beliefs and we all could use some help with them. Don't ever turn down 
real help. 

Limiting beliefs start when we are children and that is why we often don't notice them, they have been 
with us for years. Adults are all the time telling children they can’t do things, but they are busy and they
don’t take the time to tell children the whole story.

Here is the whole story: You can’t do that now because you are a child, but when 
you grow up you will do it so well people will come from miles around to watch you 
do it!

Now that we are adults the grownups are still busy so we just take over the job and tell ourselves we 
can’t do it, not realizing that now we can.

The Takeaway:

1. We all have limiting beliefs.

2. Limiting beliefs become our second nature, they seem so natural 
that we seldom notice them.

3. If you feel limited in life it is because of some limiting belief.

4. Limiting beliefs have a tendency to grow.

5. If you don't find a way to deal with your limiting beliefs your life
 will get smaller and smaller.

6. I want you to KNOW that you can overcome your limiting beliefs.



Reason Three: They met with difficulty and quit ensuring failure.

You know it is true, at sometime all of us say this is too hard. We let detours become road blocks and 
give up. Giving up is not a strategy for success. Thomas Edison was known for turning up his 
determination and efforts when he came up on a setback. His biographers consider this quality to be 
one of his key secrets to success. You simply must become determined to follow through. You already 
do it in some areas of your life. If you were going to work and came up on road construction and a 
detour sign you wouldn’t turn around and go home saying, “I guess going to work just isn’t for me.” 
Isn’t it true that a lot of people do just that when they run into difficulties on the road to success and 
wealth? Don't let detours become roadblocks!

My grandfather said that during his lifetime he saw shortages of many things, often there was a 
shortage of money or food, sometimes gasoline or construction materials, even shoes, but there is one 
thing he said he never saw a shortage of, there was always plenty of quitting places. You could find a 
place to quit anytime you wanted to quit. Don’t look for quitting places, they are everywhere, instead 
look for ways to continue and ways to move forward to the things you want.

Giving Up Is Not A Success Strategy

The Takeaway:

1. Giving up is not a success strategy.

2. When you get stuck ask yourself, “Is this really a roadblock or just 
a detour?”

3. If you can't find a detour around a roadblock, then make one.

Reason Four: They can’t get along with people in a pleasing way.

Everything from hair care to car care and health care involves dealing with people. Doesn’t it make 
sense that it would be helpful to learn how to get along with people?

My grandfather was a wealthy man when he died, but he wasn’t wealthy when he grew up and left 
home, all he had was the clothes on his back. How did he get all of that money? He got it from people, 
he didn’t get any from dogs and cats. He had a saying that it would be well for us all to know and 
remember: 

“If you are the kind of person someone would enjoy spending a few minutes with 
then they just might enjoy spending a few dollars with you.”



You are living in a world full of people and you need them. You can’t go to the salt mine and get the 
salt for your breakfast and then raise chickens to get the eggs, then make the bread for your toast or 
grow the grapes for your jelly and still have breakfast today. You can't do it all alone. In our lives we 
have many, many products and services that are the result of the imagination and labor of countless 
people. No relationship or interaction with people in many cases means no products or services. 

The Takeaway:

1. You can't get by in life and certainly can't prosper without other 
people.

2.The golden rule is the best rule for getting along with people:

Treat other people like you want to be treated.

3. Like everything else in life, you get better at this with practice. 

Chapter   2.  They Were Raised In The Wrong
Century

Did You Notice The World Has Changed?

Going back to the 19th century people were raised to work in jobs. This really caught on in schools 
during the 20th century. People were taught to get an education, get a job, work hard and you can retire 
in comfort. It didn’t work that well for everyone in the 20th century and this approach leads to disaster 
now. Have you heard about the jobless recovery? Have you heard the top economists say that in the 
next five to ten years we will lose half of our jobs to automation and obsolescence? What about the 
economists that say many of the jobs that will exist in the future will be completely new and we don’t 
even know how to educate children or anyone on how to do them? Did you know that many of the most
successful companies in Silicon Valley where technology and the future is the driving force behind the 
economy have more employees without degrees than they do with degrees because degrees are 
becoming irrelevant?

Even today in the 21st century, people are still being raised in the 19th and 20th centuries. I am not 
talking about third world countries; I am talking about countries like the United States and Great 
Britain. 



We know how money is made, we know that businesses create wealth, we know that if you aren’t 
working in your own money machine you are working in someone else’s money machine and yet 
practically all schools still prepare people for a job as just another spoke in the wheel. The worst part of
this is the wheel has few spokes anymore and is losing more everyday.

For a little test I have asked many people with business degrees what are the four income strategies and
so far no one has been able to tell me. The record so far is one man that had 24 years of formal 
education and four degrees, but he didn’t know the four income strategies and he said, “Please tell me, 
you have made me curious.” What does that mean? It means you can’t trust the formal schools to teach 
you how to make money. You simply must seek out that information for yourself and take personal 
responsibility for learning it and applying it.

The Takeaway:

1. The world has changed and many people are trying to live their 
lives like it hasn't.

2. That is a recipe for disaster.

3. Schools are about a century behind society in what they are 
teaching. The world they are preparing students for no longer exists.

4. If you want to prosper you must take it on yourself to get the 
knowledge and skills for living in the 21st century.

Chapter   3.  They Don’t Even Know The First
Law Of Wealth

So Simple We Miss It

A third grade math student could understand this rule, I know because I have asked several of them and
they all understood it. There are laws when it comes to wealth just like there are laws when it comes to 
the rest of the universe, laws like gravity and thermodynamics. People are often skeptical when I say 
that, then I bring out the first law of wealth and they believe. 



Here it is:

To become wealthy you must live on less than your income.

Would you care to argue with that? If so don’t call me. 

Here is how it works, when more comes in of something than goes out it starts to pile up. It doesn’t 
matter if it is hay, water, mud or money. If you spend more than you make then that is negative 
numbers and negative numbers are debt, not wealth. A third grade math student knows this, but few 
have been taught the practical application of what they know.

Not accepting this is living in denial. I actually work with people to show them how to balance their 
checkbooks. It isn't that hard technically to balance a checkbook, but sometimes it can be very hard 
emotionally. That is where I provide some arithmetic and emotional support.

The Takeaway:

1. The first law of wealth is: To become wealthy you must live on less 
than your income.

2. You must find a way to do that or forever remain broke.

3. Cutting back on spending helps, but you can't save yourself into 
wealth. You have to make money to have money.

Chapter   4.  They Don’t Realize They Are In
Business

You As A Profitable Operation

Walmart has income and expenses. General Motors has income and expenses. IBM has income and 
expenses. AT&T has income and expenses. You have income and expenses. Surprise, you are a 
business!

The problem is you probably haven’t been operating yourself as a business. What happens to 
businesses that don’t operate as businesses? In time they go broke.



If your income is greater than your expenses for the month, considering the increased value of any 
assets you own along with earned income, then your net worth went up. If you have a family you might
consider it this way, the stock value of your family went up in financial net worth that month.

On the other hand, if your income and any increased value of your assets is not as great as your 
expenses your net worth went down. If you are responsible for a family you should consider this as the 
stock value of you or your family in financial terms going down. You don’t want down, you want up. If
you want to escape the financial trap so many people and families are falling into then run your life, 
your family or yourself as a business. Finances aren't all there is to life, I know that, but you can’t 
afford to overlook them. Money buys things like food, clothing, health care and shelter. It is good to 
have money, in this world you need it.

Questions to consider:

What is the value of stock in you? Is it going up or down?

Who can help you with that?

This might be a good place to mention that I offer a no obligation one hour coaching experience on a 
first come, first served basis. I can only set aside a little time each week for these introductory, no 
charge, no obligation sessions so be aware there is a waiting list and at times it is quite long. Why 
would I do that? Why would I offer you my time when I can easily charge for it? Some people are just 
not ready to hire a coach. They don't see the value or can't understand how it would help them. I truly 
want to help people and how can you know if coaching with me is for you if you don't experience it? 

After you get your introductory packet emailed to you and you answer a few questions just one hour in 
a coaching session is enough for most people to be excited about their life again and they see what they
can do with a little coaching. There is a link at the end of the book where you can apply for the no 
obligation, one hour coaching session. You can considering it me paying for your first hour, I will 
invest that much in you, then you decide if you want to continue. 

We actually have a tendency to avoid the things we want. Who doesn't want money, but some time ago 
a television show went to a shopping mall to give away twenty dollar bills and only a few people 
accepted them. Many people thought there were strings attached or it was doing something wrong. 
Then they went back with one hundred dollar bills and even fewer people accepted them. Almost 
everyone wants money, but only a few people accepted it. There is something strange going on here.

If you asked these people if they wanted money they would say yes, but they wouldn't accept it when 
the reporter brought it out. They wouldn't have thought of it as avoiding what they wanted, but that is 
exactly what they did. Negative thoughts like, “it is too good to be true, or there has to be a catch” 
stood between them and what they wanted. They were stuck.

Are you a person that moves toward their goals or just stays stuck where you are? If you are stuck, I 
can help you with that, I see it all the time. Being stuck is more common than sand on a beach. Contact 
me at the link at the end of the book and we will work together on getting you unstuck!



The Takeaway:

1. You are in business whether you like it or not.

2. How is business?

3. If it isn't very good or excellent then do something about it.

4.The value of the “stock” in your life should go up monthly, even 
daily.

Chapter   5.  They Don’t Think Like The
Wealthy

Money Matters

People that have become wealthy by their own efforts and with the direction of others think differently. 
They think in more financial ways or financial terms than the general population. The average person 
thinks, “How much does it cost to buy?” 

The wealth minded person thinks, “How much does it cost to buy AND own?”

Here is an example:

A cheap car can cost less to buy, but often needs more frequent repairs and is worn out in a few years.

A more expensive car can cost more to buy, seldom needs repairs and lasts many years.

Which is the cheapest to buy and own? 

You really have to consider both the cost of the purchase and total costs during ownership to answer 
this question. 

The truly wealth minded person soon gives up on buying cheap furniture. They realize it is less 
expensive to buy AND own quality furniture that lasts for decades than cheap furniture that only lasts a 
few years and falls apart.



Questions to consider:

Where in your life can you think more in terms of total ownership costs and make better decisions?

How does your thinking differ from the wealthy?

Short story alert:

My Grandfather had farms and land, they brought him money. He grew crops, sold hay, raised livestock
and leased out his land. When he died my Father inherited the land. He didn't lease the land or farm the 
land, but hired people to keep the fields mowed and people to keep up the fences and the roads. The 
land that was an asset bringing money to my Grandfather became a liability costing my Father money. 
My Father soon sold the land to stop the expenses. Same land, same economy, but a much different 
result. Why? Because my Grandfather thought differently than my Father. I love my Father, but I try to 
think like my Grandfather.

Wealthy people are abundance minded, most poor people seem to be scarcity minded. Scarcity 
problems can't be solved with scarcity thinking. When our natural rubber supplies were cut off during 
World War I the authorities tried to deal with it by rationing rubber. No matter how much you ration 
anything and limit it there won't be anymore of it. The Reverend Julius Nieuwland was a minister and 
both a botany and chemistry professor at Notre Dame. He didn't see how rationing would help solve the
problem, so he went to the laboratory, the result was synthetic rubber and no more rubber problem.

Scarcity minded people limit and ration things when there is a problem with supply. Take apple pies, a 
scarcity minded person that was down to the last apple pie might reduce the size of the slices or not let 
everyone have a slice of apple pie. An abundance minded person would just bake another apple pie. 
They might even ask you if you wanted a slice of lemon or peach pie while the apple pie is in the oven.

The Takeaway:

1. Wealthy people think differently.

2. They realize money matters and their decisions about money 
matter.

3. They think about things like total cost of ownership, abundance not
scarcity and the financial impact of their actions.

4. They didn't start thinking differently when they became wealthy,
thinking differently made them wealthy.

5. Wealth comes from abundance thinking, not scarcity. Think about 
what you can do and don't dwell on what you can't.



Chapter   6.  They Don’t Realize They Are
Working Hard To Make Someone Else

Wealthy

Who Are You Really Working For?

I have already said that you are either working in your own money machine or you are working in 
someone else’s money machine. This is true even if you live off of a government subsidy because many
politicians are making a fortune off of the public, so don’t discard what I am saying here.

The truth is when you work at a job you are working in a business that is a money machine for 
someone, person or persons somewhere. Do you really want to work all of your life making someone 
else rich when you could be working for you?

You are not likely to become wealthy working to make someone 
else wealthy.

Think about it.

There is a saying about work and wealth that goes like this:

Most people are working so hard at making a living they don't
have any time or energy left to work on making money.

Are you working on making a living or are you working on becoming wealthy? They aren't the same 
thing. Who are you working to make wealthy? Who would you like to see become wealthy the most? 
Are you working to make the person you really want to see become wealthy or someone else?

The Takeaway:

1. The economy is like a big machine made up of smaller machines 
and money flows through it.

2. You are either working in your money machine to make you 
wealthy or you are working in someone else's money machine to 
make them wealthy.

3. When you work in someone else's money machine you receive 
wages.



4. When you work in your own money machine you receive profits.

5. Profits are greater than wages.

Chapter   7.  Most People Don’t Know How
Money Is Really Made

The Treasury Doesn’t Make Money They Only Print It

I recently read where the United States Treasury lost a hundred million dollars in one year just on 
making nickles. That year it took ten cents to make each nickle, but of course a nickel is only worth 
five cents unless you count the value of the metal in it which fluctuates. The Treasury actually loses 
money, they don't make money. They stamp coins and print money and still lose in the process.
Money is made by exchange, there I said it. They don’t teach it in most schools, but it wouldn’t take 
three minutes. 

Here is how it works: someone has money, next you have or can get or do something that this person 
wants more than the money. You exchange that something for their money. Done. Now go ye into the 
world and make money. 

Knowing about the war of 1812 in history is nice and knowing how to figure square roots in math is 
nice, but none of my friends made any money from knowing either of them. There is something really 
wrong here. The Treasury loses money and schools don't teach you the one thing you really need to live
and make a living.

Here is a secret, there are a limitless number of things we can exchange for money from hamburgers to 
fishing hooks and designer gowns to iphones, but we can get bogged down thinking of it that way. 
The secret is not to think of things to exchange for money as countless items, but as categories and then
build on that foundation. I have identified six categories of things to exchange for money and that 
makes it much easier to make connections between you and the money. I can’t go into them all here, 
but the takeaway point is to think of things to exchange for money in concrete and real categories not 
vague and limitless items.

Most people only know how to exchange what they do for money in the form of labor. If that is the 
only way they know to make money they are sentenced to a life time of labor. There are six categories
of things to exchange for money and four income strategies. If I were a betting man I would bet real 
money you didn't learn either the categories or the strategies in school. It is up to you to get this 
information, after all it is you that will be most affected by knowing or not knowing.



The Takeaway:

1. To make money you must get totally clear on how it is made.

2. Money is made by exchange.

3. There are limitless things to exchange for money, but thinking 
about it that way can be overwhelming.

4. Think about it in the six categories, what you can do, what you 
have, what you can get and so on.

Chapter   8.  Most People Don’t Know Why
They Do Anything

There Is Power In A Good Reason

Most people try to do something. The truth is you either do or don’t, there is no such thing in the score 
books as try, because try doesn't count. The team or player either won or lost. Most people aren’t in 
touch with the reasons they should or shouldn’t do anything or the emotions that reasons can create and
that makes them indifferent. Indifference creates try, not do.

That is why most people are not highly motivated, unless it is to do something simple like eat junk 
food. So how do you get the motivation to actually do something worthwhile and stick to it until you 
get it done? You must have a good reason WHY.

Actually you need many reasons why. I have made people list 40 reasons why they must become 
wealthy before I would even talk to them about training them. Notice that I said MUST. Now why 
would I do that? So I would know they would be serious about this and I wouldn’t be wasting my time. 
Not only was it an indicator of their seriousness, the exercise actually made them more serious about 
their goals. Think of the reasons why you must do something as the fuel in your tank. The more reasons
the more fuel and the more powerful and emotional those reasons the more powerful the fuel.

You won’t get far on a gallon of water, but rocket fuel will take you out of the solar 
system.



The Takeaway:

1. We live more based on our emotions than on our logical thinking.

2. We often fool ourselves by saying we have good reasons for doing 
what we are doing, the truth is we have feelings driving what we are 
doing.

3. You simply must have reasons that will motivate you for you to stay 
with a project, a goal or a plan.

4. Make a list of many solid and emotionally powerful reasons you 
must become wealthy.

5. Review and even add to that list twice a day and make an effort to 
feel the emotions in the reasons. Launch your rocket ship.

Chapter   9.  They Have Counter Intentions

Of Course I Want To Get Married, Don't I Say Yes Every Time You Ask After I 
Back Out?

My current wife backed out on marrying me three times. I caught her on a good day and rushed her to 
the wedding chapel. At the time I am writing this we are still married, 23 years now. Why did she back 
out on me over and over, but kept saying yes again and again? She didn’t know then, but over the years
we have become pretty clear on why. She had some reasons that supported her marrying me and some 
reasons that supported the idea of not marrying me. The ones that were the strongest that day won out.

Her first marriage was an Olympic class bad marriage. She was afraid I would change or that she 
would be trapped in something bad like before, but on the other hand she enjoyed my company, loved 
the way I treated her now and wished it would stay that way forever. The problem is she couldn’t keep 
this relationship going while backing out on marrying me. On one hand she wanted it to continue, but 
on the other hand she was afraid if she married me I would change. She intended on marrying me and 
she intended on not marrying me. Made my head spin.

Applying this to our topic, it is sort of like this, I want to be rich, but I don’t want to work on becoming
rich. I want to be rich, but I would rather watch television than read a book on building wealth. 



Or here is a good one, I want to be rich, but I don’t want to lose my broke friends or I think I want to be
rich, but I don’t know what it would be like to have money and the unknown is scary.

I once met a man that was an avid golfer and he told me about how he came to play golf. He told me he
was terrible at it to begin with, then one day this fellow at the golf course suggested he see his 
chiropractor. Turns out the chiropractor is a golfer too and he helps get people in alignment so they can 
accurately hit a golf ball with power. The chiropractor said that my friend was out of alignment, that as 
he would swing the club some parts of his body went backward that were supporting parts trying to go 
forward, the result was a low powered golf swing and no stability leading to no accuracy. After several 
trips to the chiropractor the golfer not only improved his score, but he had more flexibility and less 
back pain. A happy ending to the story.

When you have some intentions that are aimed forward, some aimed backward and some aimed at that 
tree over there you are like the golfer that was out of alignment. There are a lot of things I do to help 
people with counter intention and I can’t go into them all here, but just identifying them and giving 
them some thought, while putting it all on paper can go a long way toward aligning yourself.

The golfer didn't realize he was out of alignment or that he was doing things counter to his intention of 
hitting the golf ball straight down the green. Life is like that, you often need someone else to look your 
life over and help you get lined up for your goals.

Questions to consider:

Where in your life are you out of alignment?

What beliefs are working against your success?

The Takeaway:

1. We often have reasons we want to do or have something and also 
reasons we don't want to do or have something.

2. When we have a lot of reasons in conflict we are out of alignment 
and out of our power.

3.You must deal with these counter intentions or you will never reach 
your true potential.

4. Working with an expert is the most effective way to get in alignment
with your goal and reach your full potential.



Chapter 10.  They Overlook The Spiritual
Element To Prosperity

I Have The Money, Why Am I Unhappy And Headed To Jail?

You can rob people like “Bernie" Madoff, that made off with people’s money and stack up some 
financial numbers, but what good is that doing him now in prison? With that expensive watch 
collection he had I understand that all he can wear in jail is a cheap Timex watch and they sold the 
others to pay back some of what he stole. Without the Spiritual Element to prosperity you might just 
wind up the richest person in jail or the most hated person on your block. Then there is the possibility 
of being the richest person in the cardiac heart ward or the cemetery if you don't learn to avoid the 
stress people often have when chasing wealth, fame and money. Look at the pop stars that have 
committed suicide outright or killed themselves with their train wreck lifestyle.

There is a Spiritual Element to prosperity. The Spiritual Element is what gives you a moral compass 
and keeps you from going out on a limb too far. It keeps you connected to your fellow man and woman 
and remember that getting along with people is necessary to really prosper in this world. The Spiritual 
Element is also where people get their sense of mission. The happiest and most wealthy people I know 
are the ones that do the things they do not just for money, but because they are on a mission. That sense
of mission creates an unstoppable drive that can't be beat.

I can't really prove this, but after decades of working on this with others and of course in my life I can 
tell you that when you rise above the basic desire of just wanting things and stuff to wanting to change 
the world and help others in the process of making a good living there is something that shows up to be
your unseen partner. Things just flow. Road blocks come down. Positive things start happening at a rate
that challenges statistics. When you spend your last dollar on your mission, then more dollars instantly 
appear. There are still bumps in the road, but they aren't roadblocks.

I am not saying just build it and they will come or to do things that are reckless and ridiculous so you 
can count on something higher than you to bail you out. I am saying do your best to make a good plan 
for wealth that will help the world, go to work on that plan in alignment with good for others in mind 
and at heart, then when you really need it you just might be surprised with the help you get. Leave out 
good for others and you are on your own. If the stress of your struggle gets you down, then maybe 
someone will send you flowers in the hospital.

Another key point here is you simply must be grateful for what you have to obtain more. If you are not 
grateful then in time you will have no motivation to achieve. It drains away the power in the work and 
receive cycle. If you aren't happy when you reach your goals and appreciate what you have there is no 
emotional reason to go to the next level. Be grateful and the universe aligns to give you more. Don't ask
me why, it just works that way. Look around you and see it in people's lives. 

For a very long time they didn't know how aspirin worked, but they knew it worked. You had two 
choices, swear off aspirin until they figured out why it worked and you got the explanation or just take 
it and feel better. Same here.



The Takeaway:

1. There really is a spiritual side to true wealth.

2. Having a source of spiritual connection will keep you out of a lot of
trouble.

3.When you are on a mission that serves mankind you just might get 
some help when you really need it.

4. Many wealthy people tell me their spiritual projects, that is making 
a positive difference in the world, these are the source of their 
greatest satisfaction.

5. Seek out a positive spiritual connection and find your mission.

Chapter 11. They Won't Take The Next Step

I Do Want To Travel, But Don't Expect Me To Leave Home

Imagine calling up your travel agent and telling them you want to book a trip to some remote getaway, 
but you aren't willing to leave home. What package deals do they offer for that? You can't travel from 
home. You know you can't get on the boat if you won't step off the dock. I find a lot of people have 
some really good wealth, business, life and even relationship plans, but they won't take the next step. 
When do you think they will attain their goals? The Tuesday after never is a pretty good guess.

There are a lot of reasons for it, fear of success, fear of losing friends, fear of the unknown, not to 
mention just being comfortable where you are, but a lot of people (like you and me sometimes) just 
won't take the next step toward their goal. It is almost like it is enough to get nearer to what they want. 
This is where the fisherman tells the story about the one that got away. They almost got what they were 
after, they were this close. The story then substitutes for the goal.

Put the reasons right in front of you that are the reasons you want whatever you want. Look at them. 
Can you say NO to them? Don't let fear or a story you tell yourself keep you from taking the next step. 
You don't have to see all the way to the finish line, you just have to see that next step and take it!
For many people that next step is asking for help. It doesn't matter if it is asking a coach or your 
neighbor, if you need help find someone that can help and ask them for help if that is your next step. 
People often tell me they stopped because they didn't know what to do next. 



The answer for that is obvious, if you don't know what to do next, ask someone that does know! 
Whatever you must do next for goodness sakes do it!

The Takeaway:

1. Many people are on the right road to success, but they are camping
on it, not traveling to a destination.

2. Make up your mind when you start your journey to wealth that 
whatever the next obvious and moral step to take is you will take that 
step.

3. Many people get stuck when they need help, asking for help for 
them is the next step they won't take.

4. Look at your reasons list, feel the emotion behind them and take 
the next step, invest the time, invest the money, do the next thing and 
get help, whatever that next step requires.

Chapter 12. They Try To Go It Alone

I Will Learn To Fly This Helicopter All By Myself If It Kills Me

Some time back there was a popular video on Youtube where this man bought a helicopter and decided 
it wasn’t that hard to fly a helicopter and he would just teach himself. He got about ten or fifteen feet in
the air before it started spinning and wobbling. The tail hit the ground first, then the rotors and that was 
all she wrote. A hundred thousand dollar helicopter was just trash all over the field. Thankfully the man
got out with minor injuries. 

What happened? A man decided to save maybe a few thousand dollars in flight lessons and loses a 
hundred thousand dollar helicopter and nearly his life. Not only that, he lost the experience and future 
of being a helicopter pilot. I don’t fly helicopters, but I can tell you there isn’t any amount of money 
that would buy back from me my experience as an airplane pilot. I can also tell you that after that crash 
he will find it hard to get a flight instructor. If I owned a helicopter I can tell you he wouldn’t be flying 
my helicopter.



Years ago we learned to fly by trial and error as planes were being invented and developed. It came at 
tremendous risk and loss of life. We don’t do it that way anymore. Someone that knows how to fly 
teaches someone that doesn’t know how to fly. There is a part to flying you can't get out of a book. 

Try this for an example, a man or woman reads the airplane manual and a good book on flight 
instruction. I mean they really study it and can quote it backward and forward. Now they have never 
flown an airplane, but they sure know those books. Do you want to go with them on their first flight as 
a solo pilot? Not me.

Reading the book puts them ahead and also you and me ahead, but it is no substitute for personal 
training from someone with experience. I can’t tell you the number of wealthy and successful people I 
have interviewed, worked with and took training from as I became successful. I read their books and 
that was great, but when they sat down with me and explained how things affected me personally that 
was phenomenal. When they walked along beside me and showed me how, that was out of this world!

A lot of wealthy families show their children the ropes from within the family business. Why is this? It 
is because it works to have someone that knows how show you how. You may not have a family that 
owns a business where you can learn all about money, wealth and prosperity, but there are people you 
can go to that can show you these things in pretty much the same way.

Without some training from an expert we are just trying to reinvent the wheel and we might wind up 
crashing our helicopter. Now if you like reinventing the wheel I don’t personally have a problem with 
that, but here is the practical problem, you don’t have time to reinvent all the wheels and it takes time 
to recover from crashes. Life is too short to get very far by trying to rediscover everything we have 
already discovered. It simply isn’t necessary. Don't waste your time making the alphabet, we already 
have that. Spend your time writing the book the world needs.

I am a strategic life coach. Let me tell you what that means. A strategy is like a recipe. If you have a 
good recipe for a chocolate cake and you follow that recipe closely you will have a chocolate cake as 
the outcome. You could say that the recipe is your strategy for obtaining a chocolate cake. 
I am a big believer in strategic life coaching. When people started coming to me I took the time to 
become a strategic life coach instead of a guru of the month coach. Why? Because strategies work!

So if you follow a chocolate cake strategy and you get a chocolate cake what would happen if you 
followed a good wealth strategy? You would become wealthy. I sell products that teach strategies for 
different things, things like wealth, health, relationships and more, I also do one on one and group 
coaching all to teach strategies and help people follow strategies. Why? Because strategies work.

What kind of person would recommend you do something without any information? The only way to 
make an informed decision is to obtain information and having a personal experience is the best way I 
have found for people to get information that pertains to them personally. Just because it was right for 
Sally doesn’t mean it is right for you. That is why I offer no obligation coaching experiences.

This is what I want you to know, even if you don’t work with me, be sure you work with a strategic 
coach or mentor. You want to work with someone that has a strategy or a plan of action that is proven. 

You don’t want to work with a coach that just tries things or wings it, playing it by ear to reach your 
goals. I change things around for people to customize their program, but that isn’t winging it and 
hoping for the best, it is personalizing a strategy or plan that is known to work.



On top of all of this, remember what I said about not knowing how to do what you know to do. That is 
where we really need help. You can learn a lot from a book. You can learn a lot from a teacher. What 
we need with that knowledge is the understanding of how to do what we know to do. Get it and don't 
crash your helicopter.

The Takeaway:

1. It is wasting time when you are reinventing the wheel and time is 
the most valuable thing you have when it comes to living your 
dreams. Time cannot be replaced.

2. When you need knowledge or skill you can often “rent” that 
knowledge or skill without reinventing it or taking years of schooling 
to “own” it.

3. Hiring a true expert is a tremendous form of leverage and can 
reduce the amount of time to achieving a goal by years, even decades.

4. When it comes to building wealth and achieving goals, don't be 
“penny wise” and “time foolish” invest in yourself by investing in 
what other people already know and you don't.

What Now?

Has anything I have written here made sense to you? Did you learn something you could apply to your 
life? Are you really interested in having a better life and creating more wealth for you and your loved 
ones? If so, I strongly encourage you to continue. Don't stop now. There are lots of ways you can 
continue, just be sure you do.

Here is my offer to you. Look at this closely because I am running out of 
time to work one on one with people. This offer is good only while I have 
time open in my schedule. Don't wait and be sorry.



I am serious about what I do and in helping people, that is why I have written this free book to help 
people build real wealth and avoid the traps that keep most people poor and struggling from paycheck 
to paycheck. I believe in going the extra mile to achieve extra rewards, so here I am going the extra 
mile by offering you a no obligation, no charge coaching experience.

I work with people one on one and in groups over the phone and through the internet as a strategic life 
coach to help people from all walks of life from housewives to executives reach their goals. If you 
found something here that made you want more, something that gave you hope and you want to 
continue by working with me directly or though a program please contact me at the link or email below
to schedule a one hour coaching session. I can't promise that everyone is a fit for what I do, but if you 
will just contact me we can see if we have a match and the first session for you to find out is absolutely 
on me. My contact information is at the end of the book.

If you find that continuing coaching one on one is not for you after a session then I have some 
programs that may be where you start your journey to wealth and prosperity. See my contact 
information at the end of the book. You have nothing to lose and plenty to gain.

The Takeaway:

1. I said taking the next step to your goal is a must if you want to 
obtain that goal.

2. I want you to succeed, that is my goal.

3. The next step and the last step I can take toward that goal for you 
in this book is to offer you a no obligation coaching session at my 
expense so you can experience coaching for yourself.

4. You might decide coaching with me is exactly what you need or you
might not, but you will never know until you experience it.

On the next page is a short test to help you decide. 
Take it and then score your test below.



Self Test Checklist

1. Is there a gap between your dreams and the life you are currently living?

2. Do you worry you are not financially prepared for a personal or family disaster like losing your job 
or a serious medical event like cancer?

3. Do you feel overwhelmed when it comes to your finances?

4. Do you realize you are not on track to have enough money for retirement?

5. Are you in debt?

6. Do you want more free time to spend with your family or just for yourself?

7. Do you ever have problems making ends meet at the end of the month?

8. Are you dissatisfied with what you are doing for a living?

9. Are you depending on a paycheck from someone else's money machine for your living?

10. When it comes to money do you have problems doing the things you know you should?

11. Are you willing to invest a little money and effort in YOU to make more money, build wealth and 
have a better life?

12. Are you willing to really listen to someone that has helped others?

Scoring Your Test

If you answered YES to any of the first 10 questions you have room for improvement. There is real 
potential for you to build wealth and improve your finances and other areas of your life.

If you answered YES to both questions 11 and 12 then you are probably ready to work with a coach 
and there is a very good chance I can help you reach your goals.

I hope to speak with you soon, but in any case, I wish you the very best!  
Scott Hogue CChH

Contact Information Follows On The Next Page



Contact Information

Since this book is a free gift and a resource from my mailing list you should be
enrolled in my list and be receiving free resources and some offers from time 
to time. If for some reason you are not, just go to the links below. 

Scott Hogue 

Just click on the link below to register for your no obligation session

Web contact form for your no obligation session

www.thestrategiclifecoach.com/continue.html

Any questions? Email me at the address below

Email: scotthogue@ymail.com

Not on the resource list? Click below

www.thestrategiclifecoach.com/list.html

About the Author

Scott Hogue is a strategic life coach, an author, a speaker, a missionary, a father, a
grandfather, an educator, a minister, a businessman, a certified Christian hypnotist, a
researcher in the field of human behavior and a very busy man. 

 www.  scotthogue.info
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